2013-2014 Summer Scholarships

Each summer universities and other places put on summer schools, vacation research projects, etc. Here is a list for 2013/14:

**Summer schools**

**AMSI Summer School, Australian National University, Canberra**
Jan 6-31 2014
This is a 4 week school for students going into Honours. It’s an opportunity for Mathematical Sciences students from around Australia to come together over the summer period to develop their skills and networks. These courses can count towards your Honours degree.

**Registration opening soon – register your interest now**

**Logic Summer School, Australian National University, Canberra**
Dec 2-13 2013
A 2 week school hosted by The School of Computer Science in the ANU College of Engineering & Computer Science consists of short courses on aspects of pure and applied logic taught by experts from Australia & overseas.

**Registration open now – early bird fee applied up to 1 November 2013**
http://lss.cecs.anu.edu.au/

See also http://www.amsi.org.au/index.php/higher-education for other opportunities.

**Vacation research projects/scholarships**

If you are interested in completing a Research Project over the summer period there are several options to obtain funding. Firstly you need to find a suitable supervisor with a similar interest of study and then contact CARMA by contacting Juliane.Turner@newcastle.edu.au with your expression of interest.

To find a supervisor – see the list of projects offered at http://carma.newcastle.edu.au/research/, come to the CARMA Taster Colloquia running on Thursdays at 4pm in the Mathematics Building (V129) to see what research people are doing and/or ask your lecturers.
There are various options available for completing a vacation research scholarship:

**AMSI Vacation Research Scholarships:** Get paid to complete a six-week Vacation Research Scholarship (VRS) project under the guidance of a supervisor and present your findings to other vacation scholars from around Australia at the CSIRO Big Day In. Includes: A six-week award of $450/week (total $2,700), and travel and accommodation to attend CSIRO's Big Day In at Macquarie University.

*Applications close: Tue 17 Sept 2013*

**University of Newcastle:** There may be University, Faculty and/or School Summer Vacation Scholarships available but no information is yet available.

**CARMA:** If all these fail, but we consider your project of sufficient merit we may be able to fund you directly from CARMA.

Note that most other universities also have summer scholar programs (e.g. Melbourne, Sydney, UNSW). Check their websites for information on these.